Co-Living or a “Sandpit” for Future Entrepreneurs. First Experience from Poland
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Nowadays, the Western world seems saturated with the myriad of enhancements for entrepreneurship development. Also, in Eastern European countries we observe a growing number of initiatives at different organizational levels, aiming at accompanying potential future entrepreneurs in their efforts. Meanwhile, there is one novelty, never before offered on the Polish market – the first co-living space, launched in Gdańsk. Therefore, this article aims at presenting the idea of 4COs (co-living, co-working, co-habitation, co-development) initiated by a group of young social entrepreneurs from the Tricity as “Clipster” at the end of 2015. For better understanding of the novelty of this venture on the Polish market, the author analyzes similar initiatives worldwide. This paper is also an attempt to assess the challenges and results of this initiative thanks to the qualitative research methods – structured interviews with its first participants and with its leaders. Additionally, the author suggests some improvements and possible future developments of this initiative.
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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurship is a complex process involving decision-making under uncertain conditions. The development of new business ideas is one of the most sensitive periods in the entrepreneurship process. The grim reality is that in Europe around 56% of new businesses, regardless of the industry, do not survive a five-year period (Eurostat, 2016).

Therefore, in the recent years, there has been a proliferation of different assistance initiatives aimed at enhancing the birth, formation, survival and growth rates of small enterprises (Peña, 2004). Additionally, some environments, including incubators, co-working spaces and technology parks, may facilitate knowledge accumulation and in this way equip the founders of start-ups with skills and information much earlier than other individuals, out of a given network. Also, the information flow is wider, faster and permanent thanks to the diversity of participants of incubation programs and their exposure time (Totterman and Sten, 2005; Fang et al., 2010; Campos and Hormiga, 2012).

This paper aims at exploring a new form of assistance initiatives: the co-living space for future entrepreneurs. Such a platform, named Clipster, was created in 2015 in Gdańsk and constitutes the first experiment of this kind in Poland. For better understanding of this new phenomenon, the paper will reveal new labor market trends and propose a review of similar spaces existing in other countries.

Given the subject of the article, the author decided to use qualitative methods, particularly structured interviews, preceded by a wider opinion survey. Therefore, this paper constitutes a kind of an initial appraisal of the still rather short life of Clipster and requires further in-depth longitudinal studies, which the author intends to undertake in the near future.

2. Co-Working Becomes Co-Living

The recent recession changed significantly the labor market worldwide, also by increasing the number of unemployed young professionals. Many of them, instead of desperately looking for a new job, joined the world of freelancers, called iPros (independent professionals) in the EU, that constitute a group of flexible and highly skilled self-employed individuals. The growth in the number of iPros in the EU since 2004 has been remarkable. According to the research conducted by Leighton and Brown (2013), numbers have increased by 45% from just under 6.2 million to 8.9 million in 2013, making them the fastest growing group in the EU labor market. This growth has not been consistent across EU states; however, it has been especially marked in the Netherlands (93%), Poland (88%) and France (85%). The mentioned research underlines the change in the way work is performed and, in particular, the shift from having a job to working for clients through cooperation rather than competition. iPros appreciate the autonomy and freedom, but – since they operate in fast-moving knowledge areas – they need appropriate support, especially in knowledge gathering. Therefore, following this trend, co-working area infrastructures are a very precious asset and should be seriously considered in the support policies of EU countries.

Another important trend in the labor market is “remote work”, which more and more companies are turning to as a way to reduce costs, boost employee productivity, attract and retain top talents, and help employees manage non-work demands (Bell, 2012). According to an article published in Fortune (2015), “remote work continues to trend upward, with 2014 posting a 26% increase in open remote job postings over 2013”. A telecommuting relationship requires great communication and a shared vision of what success looks like. A research conducted in the US by Bradford S. Bell (2012) emphasizes that although the penetration of remote work is very diversified across companies, there is a need for cultural support and acceptance of this growing phenomenon. Since remote workers run a higher risk of personal and professional isolation, it is important to develop those who lead them and also to ensure a possibility of social exchange with other individuals. According to GUS [Central Statistical Office] data, the number of self-employed in Poland grew by 63 000 in 2015, and now this employment model is practiced by nearly 1/5 of the entire economically active population, and it embraces representatives of various industries, including: consulting, marketing, graphic designers, programmers, architects or people involved in coaching (“Coraz więcej biur”, 2015).
The answers to these growing labor market phenomena of “professional isolation” are numerous, but the most accurate one seems to be the establishment of co-working and co-living spaces. The first solution appeared many years ago, and today the number of co-working spaces continues to increase worldwide (Foertsch, 2015). Forecasts reveal that by the end of 2016 there will be over 10 000 co-working spaces worldwide, compared to 7 800 in 2015. According to Deskmag Global Co-working Forecast Survey 2016 (Foertsch, 2016), over 60% of all co-working space owners express the will to expand their facilities. With rising customer expectations, also the quality of such places improves. Residents are free to relocate to a different space that better meets their expectations. So far, only one out of five members plans to move, but the number of “digital nomads” – as they call themselves – is growing. On the other hand, Google trend analysis confirms that the interest of potential customers is on the rise. The Internet search trend for the term “co-working” is constantly growing – it has tripled in the last 5 years (from around 25% in 2011 to 75% in 2016), and the most searches for Europe are registered in Spain, Italy and France. Poland is on the eight place, and trend fluctuations are minor. One of the most important examples of co-working spaces are WeWork units existing nowadays in more than 60 locations, providing co-working places to around 40 000 people (Tang, 2016). The idea comes from two successful entrepreneurs, Adam Neumann and Miguel McKelvey (the value of their start-up was 16 billion dollars in March 2016), who launched their new project WeLive, a co-living venture, in Wall Street in April 2016. Also, the great tycoons of the facility management business, like Belgian Regus, invested in co–working spaces worldwide, treating this activity as a rising one.

In this particular domain, Poland is not different from other countries – co-working spaces are year by year becoming a very important element of the whole business support network. According to data from the platform Best2Invest (2015), there are 145 offices offering rental desks by the hour in Poland. Most of them are in the Mazowieckie Province, Greater Poland, Lesser Poland and Pomerania, but we can assume that nowadays this kind of space is available in all Polish cities.

Compared to co-working areas, co-living spaces are a relatively new opportunity for potential entrepreneurs or the iPros society. Apart from delivering a variety of assistance during the daytime, co-living creates an exceptional environment for creative persons, the so-called “digital nomads”, twenty-four hours a day. There are already many successful examples of such spaces worldwide. Besides WeLive, operating so far only in the US, one of the inspirations in Europe is Nest situated in Copenhagen, housing a total of 21 entrepreneurs in individual apartments. Nest project managers, Morten Krarup Kristensen and Daniel Jensen, are already looking for new locations, most likely in Paris and Aarhus. Another well-known global co-living provider, but considered “upper-class”, is Caravanserai. According to its website, the name alludes to “inclusive palaces along the ancient silk road”. Its founder, Bruno Haid, says that “our customer is more the designer from East London, financial columnist, or remote developer from San Francisco” (Tay, 2015), so in reality it is not an offer for young millennial startups. According to its residents, co-living is a lifestyle choice, one that offers a built-in social network and is super-supportive of its members “living the life they want to live”. Co-living seems designed to meet the core values of the millennial generation: convenience, community and quality. While co-working and co-living are not without their drawbacks, they will likely be around for the long haul as Millennials continue to put a new spin on the young professional lifestyle (Howe, 2016).

This kind of arrangement, creating special and quite unique environment for iPros and startup founders, twenty-four hours a day, is still rather absent in Poland. To this day, there has been only one co-living initiative, founded in October 2015 in Gdańsk, under the name of Clipster.

3. Clipster Project in the Startup Ecosystem in Tricity

The Tricity agglomeration (Gdańsk, Sopot and Gdynia) has become an important hub for the development of
new technologies and R&D activities in the last 10–15 years. This is mainly thanks to the presence of many universities, and in particular Gdańsk University of Technology and University of Gdańsk, but also due to the relatively rich start-up ecosystem including some co-working spaces: O4 in Olivia Gate, Gdańsk Inwentartor Przedsiębiorczości Starter (Incubator Starter), Startup Zone in the Science and Technology Park in Gdynia, Co-working in the Science and Technology Park in Gdańsk, Academic Incubator of Entrepreneurship and Gdański Inwentartor Przedsiębiorczości. This offer is completed with a few acceleration programs provided among others by Black Pearls VC, Business Link Trójmiasto and Alfabeat team. Recently, the first hackerspace in the Tricity has been created within the Incubator Starter (following similar entities from Warsaw and Wrocław). All these initiatives and many other activities compete to attract the best and the most motivated future entrepreneurs.

In October 2015, this dense system was expanded to include Clipster, the first co-living space in Poland with 16 mini-apartments, situated in a very emergent and convenient district of Gdańsk called Garnizon (the name refers to the old military garrison located there before 1989). This project was launched by a group of young entrepreneurs already involved in startup networks, and in particular in Alfabeat and Starter activities. Clipster was designed as a non-profit activity of a rather social nature with a strong support of local authorities and some private investors, including a local developer. Since the very beginning, this offer has been oriented toward potential startup founders from different countries. However, the internationalization of Clipster activity was of secondary importance. The participation in the project is subject to strict selection criteria aimed at recruiting the best startup projects with huge success perspectives but also giving a chance to the most exceptional originators. Since the price of habitation was set at an acceptable level (from PLN 900 to 1500) comparable to the price of a higher class student accommodation, it was important to make quite restrictive selection rules. A standard length of residence was determined at 3 months, which may be extended till 6 or, if there is a real, evidence-based need, even 9 months.

With Clipster in place, the whole start-up support system may be presented as follows:

Clipster seems to complement the existing offer of incubators with something new that has never existed on the Polish market, namely the place where people – who are very often young and seriously looking for an opportunity to implement their projects – can receive help and assistance 24 hours a day. This is the place where sometimes very immature ideas may be incubated, transformed or completely replaced with something completely different. After leaving Clipster facilities, the best ideas may go through other institutional phases of project development, in particular accelerators (e.g. Alfabeat or Starter). So far, only one project, Machinaroom, has passed to the acceleration phase in the Alfabeat infrastructure (situated in the vicinity of Clipster), but 10 others (out of around 30) received a very positive feedback and are probably looking for further development on their own.

Since October 2015, three rounds of three months each have been organized. During this time, the Clipster project gathered around 30 participants. Besides using the usual co-living and co-working facilities, Clipster residents take part in a large number of trainings and workshops (pitching, business models, stress management, design thinking), cultural events and integration meetings.

Fig. 1. Start-up support system in the Tricity.

Source: own work based on an interview with Clipster founders.
All these activities create an exceptional environment, focused on creative networking between the residents themselves and their interaction with coaches and experienced personal mentors. There is no topic limitation for creative ideas: under the guidance of mentors Clipsters design modern solutions in various fields such as medical care, wedding industry, entertainment or e-commerce.

4. First Experiences from the Perspective of Clipster Founders and Residents

The author of this article had an opportunity to ask a few questions and also meet some of project participants in June–July 2016. After an initial questionnaire, five cases were selected for further analysis and research: horseshop.pl, Fablab Gdańsk, Wywiad gospodarczy we współżytowym przedsiębiorstwie – konsultacje społeczne, Endolinsight, and Lassmann Technologies. The selection criteria included: the nature of the project (the author was looking for diversified ideas) and the time spent in Clipster facilities – the author’s objective was to get answers from the representatives of all rounds so far recruited from October 2015 until June 2016. At the time of structured interviews, one project (the youngest – horseshop.pl) was at an early idea stage, two at a prototype phase, and two under consultation. As the duration of co-living was different for all respondents, it was obviously impossible to establish that this period was sufficient for a full development of the idea. However, two out of five participants were fully satisfied with the length of their life in Clipster (3 months) with regard to the development of their start-up idea.

Most of Clipster members, including the five analyzed start-ups, had already used some other support programs (incubators, trainings, consulting) or funds (mostly European funding). They found the Clipster offer on the Internet or received it from friends, and they declared having never encountered such a solution before. The recruitment process comprised 3 phases: the first consisted in an on-line application and the two other were individual interviews with the recruitment committee. This body, consisting mainly of Clipster founders, more than for interesting ideas, is looking for interesting people who would bring something to the Clipster community beside benefiting from the co-living and co-working space. Therefore, the committee happened to recruit a person, without any relevant business idea, who was simply hesitating between self-employment and employment and who wanted to experience a freelancer life in a kind of friendly and safe environment. The selection participants are also asked to present their goals for the coming three months of their life in the Clipster space. Their progress plans are then presented officially to the public during an opening event and constitute a basis for further on-going and final assessment/verification process. At the end of the 3 months round, there is another important event, called Mixer, where the most mature ideas are presented to the mixed public for a feedback session. After this presentation, ideas may go either to the acceleration phase, remain in Clipster for three more months or even disappear.

All of the interviewed startups highly evaluated the co-working and co-living possibilities – for them both are the key factors of co-development and progress. The following or similar opinions were frequent in our conversations: “spending time in an environment of people doing something gives motivation to act”, “in my opinion the atmosphere of the place is conducive to building trust between participants, and this gives rise to free discussions on any topic”. The project participants were underlining the importance of co-habitation, the social life giving them freedom of discussion on their projects with people who are at a similar startup development stage or with those who are more experienced in some more particular fields: coaches, entrepreneurs, mentors. However, a few people affirmed that the intensity of trainings and compulsory participation were detrimental to their ability to concentrate on their ideas. Therefore, they would suggest a better matching of projects with trainings, which would enable a stronger focus on project development. The mentoring system was indicated as the most important and inspiring element of the offer, but also in this part, some improvements were suggested. The mentor’s work would require more regularity in project supervision and goal determination. All respondents would recommend – or
already have – Clipster to others who are looking for assistance, originators, and this independently of the incubation phase of their idea. However, they recognize that the most suitable stage for Clipster support is the one after the incubation phase. Some of the projects (around 25%) were rejected after a few weeks of assistance – they did not pass the intermediary or final verification process, some residents resigned by themselves (another 25%).

The founders and managers of Clipster are fully aware of the existing weaknesses and are already working on improvements for Clipster 2, starting in October 2016. They plan to expand current Clipster facilities and maybe, as inquiries arrive from other Polish cities, franchise this activity. From the next round, there will also be a purely technologically oriented path – the number of such startups increases all the time, and they require more focus on specific aspects of assistance. Additionally, being already in control of the incubation and acceleration phase, the founders are seeking an opportunity to include the seed phase in the scope of their activity. Since the seed activity requires quite an important investment capacity, they are applying for European funds, in particular using the NCBiR Bridge Alfa envelope.

There is also a summer offer in Clipster: 3–4 days stay with services similar to the usual offer in a kind of “nutshell”. This summer (2016), there were above 40 bookings, coming mostly from freelancers (in this case programmers, designers and consultants).

5. Conclusions

Trends in the present labor market constantly indicate the need to create space for individual professionals, both those who represent the sphere of services as well as those who want to develop their own business idea. The latter are looking for safe and relatively cheap places that could increase their chances of success. Startups are in fact among the businesses most threatened by the specter of defeat; therefore, a considerable effort is needed at all possible levels (national, regional and local) to increase their chance of survival. The recent shift of co-working toward co-living is gaining on importance month by month. Since co-living creates a unique safe environment, which may be compared to a “sandpit” for the beginning entrepreneurs, it would be interesting to extend this project to other cities in Poland. Unfortunately, it requires an important financial effort; therefore, it needs to be financially supported by the authorities or other decision makers.

Poland continues to be a blank spot on the international map of co-living activity, but this situation may change very shortly due to many factors, including the success story presented in this paper – the Clipster initiative from Gda
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